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Independent and Leader–Follower Control for Two
Magnetic Micro-Agents

Alper Denasi and Sarthak Misra, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Microrobotics is a promising field that can revolu-
tionize fields such as minimally invasive surgery. Applications such
as micromanipulation can be performed more effectively using
multiple microsized agents. These can be performed more accu-
rately with the help of robust controllers. In this letter, we de-
sign a leader–follower controller that can be used to perform co-
ordinated motion tasks. A prescribed performance controller is
designed for the leader micro-agent whereas a synchronization
controller is designed for the follower. The main difference between
our method and the literature is that our method can achieve a pre-
specified control performance. The positions of the micro-agents
are obtained using microscopic images and image processing. The
velocities and accelerations of the micro-agents are obtained using
state observers. The algorithm is tested experimentally on spherical
magnetic microparticles that have an average diameter of 100 µm.
Two types of experiments are performed. The first one is related to
the leader–follower control, whereas the second one demonstrates
the independent control of the two agents. The maximum value
of the steady-state errors obtained in the leader–follower control
experiments are 14.45 µm and 10.19 µm in the x-and y-directions
for the leader agent and 6.47 µm and 7.77 µm in the x-and y-
directions for the follower errors, respectively.

Index Terms—Automation at micro nano scales, micro/nano
robots, motion control.

I. INTRODUCTION

U TILIZING teams of micro- and/or nanorobots instead of
individual ones can facilitate their application to mini-

mally invasive surgery, assembly and environmental remedia-
tion. The completion time of tasks can be reduced with the
help of multiple robots. That being said, cooperative control of
multiple microrobots has its own challenges [1]. It is difficult
to embed onboard sensors and actuators on microrobots. Thus,
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such micro-agents are often designed to be magnetic and actu-
ated wirelessly. In the case of magnetic actuation using a set of
coils placed around the workspace, all the micro-agents receive
the same control inputs (currents to be more specific). Conse-
quently, the number of controllable degrees-of-freedom of the
multiple micro-agent system is directly related to the number
coils of the experimental setup [2].

Research on the control of multiple micro-agents has been
done both considering their independent and cooperative con-
trol. For instance, the independent control of two millimeter-
scale permanent magnets was investigated by using PID
controllers and a Levenberg-Marquardt solver [3]. Another ap-
proach was based on using a combination of rotating fields
and proportional and lag-angle feedback controllers upto three
magnetic micro-agents in three dimensions [4]. The Levenberg-
Marquardt solver requires the precomputation of the currents
and lag-angle feedback controller requires a priori calibration
which are both dependent on the precise knowledge of the dy-
namic model of the agents and external disturbances. Cooper-
ative open-loop control of multiple magnetic micro-agents is
investigated using a conical permanent magnet attached to a
robotic manipulator to steer the microrobots [5]. Instead of de-
signing a controller for each agent in cooperative control, the
mean position of the swarm together with its variance are con-
trolled in a simulated block-pushing task [2]. The application
of the method to magnetic micro-agents is not straightforward
since the agent dynamics is nonlinear with respect to the control
inputs. Chao et al. presented a two-level planning framework in
which a steering direction was computed for a swarm of mag-
netic nanoparticles in an open-loop manner [6]. The influence
of environmental disturbances such as fluid flow and naviga-
tion in a microfluidic channel using an optimal controller has
been studied for two magnetic microbeads [7]. In [7], though
the results were promising, it was difficult to judge the asymp-
totic stability of the controller from the experiments. Besides the
studies on the control of multiple magnetic beads, the control
of multiple magnetotactic bacteria has also been investigated
starting with the work of Martel and Mohammadi [8]. Multiple
artificially magnetotactic bacteria are steered using ensemble
control which has initially been applied to the control of multi-
ple unicycle type mobile robots [1], [9], [10]. Chowdhury et al.
presented a survey on the state-of-the art for controlling multiple
microrobots [11].

Multiple microrobots can perform coordinated and cooper-
ative tasks with the help of controlled synchronization [12].
The automation of these tasks require using different modes of
control, including the independent control of the agents at the
initial phase of the task. A basic example of coordinated motion
tasks is leader-follower type of task. In this work, we designed
a leader-follower controller for two paramagnetic micro-sized
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Fig. 1. The Mobi-Mag electromagnetic system used to control multiple mag-
netic micro-agents using camera feedback. The positions of the micro-agents are
obtained using an image processing algorithm. In order to enable the coopera-
tion of multiple micro-agents, a leader-follower controller is developed that uses
the aforementioned feedback. An optimization algorithm computes the control
currents which are sent to the DC servo drives which drive the electromagnetic
coils.

agents. We obtain estimates of the positions of the micro-agents
with respect to an inertial frame using an image processing
algorithm. These positions are utilized to estimate the veloc-
ity and acceleration of the agents using suitable state observers.
These signals are used in the design of a prescribed performance
controller for the leader and a passivity-based synchronization
controller for the follower micro-agent. The control forces are
converted to currents using a relaxed semidefinite optimization
approach. We designed a prescribed performance controller for
an independent control task. Our approach differs from previ-
ous work in that the currents are also minimized to reduce the
electrical power. The optimization algorithm is fast and does
not require a robust initial solution contrary to Newton-based
methods. Further, precomputation of the control currents or a
priori calibration procedures are not required for our approach.

The major contributions of this work are:
1) A leader-follower controller and an independent controller

for micro-agents that can cope with modeling uncertain-
ties and disturbances (Section III-A),

2) A fast and initialization-free optimization-based solver
that can minimize the electrical power (Section III-B),

3) Experimental demonstration of pre-specified control per-
formance of both algorithms using two paramagnetic mi-
croparticles on different trajectory following tasks (Fig. 1)
(Section IV).

II. MODELING MAGNETIC MICRO-AGENTS

In this section, we provide a mathematical model for micro-
agents whose primary mode of actuation is electromagnetic.
Further, the micro-agents move in a fluidic environment and
contain soft magnetic material. Let {I} be inertial frame and
{B} be a body frame fixed to the center of mass of the

micro-agent, respectively. The position vector pI
B/I (t) ∈ R3 ,

from {I} to {B} expressed in {I} is given by pI
B/I (t) =

[x(t) y(t) z(t) ]T . Here, t ∈ R represents the time. The trans-
lational equations of motion of the magnetic micro-agent are
given as follows:

Mp p̈I
B/I (t) = Fd(ṗI

B/I (t)) + Fmag (pI
B/I (t)) + Fb + Fg ,

(1)
where Mp ∈ R>0 is the mass of the micro-agent. Further,
Fd(ṗI

B/I (t)) ∈ R3 , Fmag (pI
B/I (t)) ∈ R3 , Fb ∈ R3 and Fg ∈

R3 are the hydrodynamic drag force, the magnetic force,
buoyancy force and the weight, respectively. We assume that
the micro-agents operate in the low Reynolds hydrodynamic
regime. For a spherically shaped micro-agent, according to the
Stokes’ law the drag force can be computed as follows:

Fd(ṗI
B/I (t)) = −6πηf rp ṗI

B/I (t), (2)

where ηf and rp are the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and the
radius, respectively [13]. The weight and buoyancy forces are
given as follows:

Fg = Vpρpg, Fb = −Vpρf g, (3)

where Vp and g are the volume of the micro-agent and gravita-
tional acceleration and ρp , ρf are the density of the micro-agent
and fluid, respectively. The influence of the capillary forces can
also be included in the dynamics formulation [14]. However, in
our case the reservoir in which the micro-agents are placed is
sufficiently large so that the capillary effect can be neglected
(see Section IV). Finally, the magnetic forces exerted by an ar-
ray of electromagnets on the micro-agent should be included to
the model. Let n be the number of electromagnetic coils. We
assume that the magnetic field of each coil varies linearly in
the workspace where the micro-agents are controlled. Thus, the
total magnetic flux density is computed by the superposition of
the contribution of the ith coil as follows:

B(pI
B/I ) =

n∑

i=1

B̃i(pI
B/I )Ii = B̃(pI

B/I )I, (4)

where B̃(pI
B/I ) ∈ R3×n is a position-dependent matrix evalu-

ated at pI
B/I and I ∈ Rn×1 is the vector of applied currents

[15]. The magnetic force Fmag ∈ R3 that the micro-agent ex-
periences acting at a point pI

B/I is given by

Fmag (pI
B/I ) = ∇(m · B(pI

B/I )), (5)

where m ∈ R3 and B(pI
B/I ) ∈ R3 are the magnetic dipole mo-

ment and the global magnetic field given by (4), respectively.
For soft magnetic materials with a spherical shape, neglecting
hysteresis and saturation, the magnetic dipole moment is com-
puted as follows:

m(pI
B/I ) = kmagB(pI

B/I ) =
χm Vp

µ0 (1 + χm )
B(pI

B/I ), (6)

where χm and µ0 are the magnetic susceptibility and the vac-
uum permeability, respectively [16]. Here, kmag is introduced
to combine the magnetic parameters into a single constant. Con-
sequently, the forces are related to the currents via the following
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Algorithm 1: The details of the image processing algorithm
for tracking a spherical micro-agent are presented. At the be-
ginning of the closed-loop control experiment, each micro-
agent is identified with a user interface. Further, a fixed-
size rectangular region of interest (ROI) is formed around
each micro-agent with its center matching the center coordi-
nates of the micro-agent. IRGB represents the image in RGB
format.

1: function Detection(IRGB )
2: IGRAY ← CONVERT(IRGB );
3: ISC ALED ← SCALE(IGRAY );
4: ILOG ← LAPLACIAN_OF_GAUSSIAN

(ISC ALED );
5: IT H RESH OLD ← THRESHOLD(ILOG );
6: c← GET_CENTER(IT H RESH OLD );
7: return c;
8: end function

map:

Fmag (pI
B/I ,I)=kmag

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

IT ∂

∂pI ,x
B/I

(
B̃T (pI

B/I )B̃(pI
B/I )

)
I

IT ∂

∂pI ,y
B/I

(
B̃T (pI

B/I )B̃(pI
B/I )

)
I

IT ∂

∂pI ,z
B/I

(
B̃T (pI

B/I )B̃(pI
B/I )

)
I

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(7)

The currents corresponding to the desired magnetic forces are
obtained by solving the inverse of the quadratic relations in (7)
using the optimization technique described in Section III-B.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In this section, we describe the leader-follower controller to
enable the cooperation of two micro-agents. The control scheme
can be extended to control more micro-agents which requires
more magnetic coils. Consequently, the minimum required num-
ber of coils is the product of number of agents and number of
degrees of freedom needed to control. In what follows, we omit
the subscripts and superscripts regarding the frames of the po-
sition and velocity variables. Instead, we introduce subscripts
for the leader (l) and follower (f ) micro-agents, also known
as the master and slave, respectively. First, the formation con-
troller is introduced. This is followed by the formulation of the
optimization algorithm.

A. Leader-Follower Based Formation Controller

The leader-follower approach ensures the cooperation of
multiple micro-agents where the leader is driven by a desired
trajectory and the follower tracks the leader with a suitable
synchronization controller. The controllers required for both
agents make use of position estimates obtained from the image
processing algorithm [17]. The pseudocode of the image pro-
cessing algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The velocity and
acceleration information for both controllers are obtained with
the help of state observers. We first design a trajectory tracking
controller for the leader based on the prescribed performance
approach described in [18], [19]. For this purpose, let us first
define the position and velocity tracking errors for the leader as

Fig. 2. The block diagram of leader-follower controller is presented. The
controller for leader and follower are given by (11) and (13), respectively. The
observer for follower variables and synchronization error are given by (19) and
(16), respectively. Further, the algebraic equation is given by (22). Finally, the
optimization algorithm is given by (26).

follows:

el = pl − pr , (8)

ėl = ṗl − ṗr , (9)

where el ∈ R3 and ėl ∈ R3 . Since the velocity ṗl ∈ R3 is not
directly measured, its estimate ̂̇pl obtained from the iterative
learning observer is used [19]. The reference positions, veloci-
ties and accelerations are pr ∈ R3 , ṗr ∈ R3 and p̈r ∈ R3 , re-
spectively. The combined position and velocity error can be
defined as follows:

sl = ėl + Λlel , (10)

where Λl ∈ R3×3 is a diagonal positive definite gain matrix.
The combined error described by (10) draws its origins from
the sliding mode theory. It is a stable linear filter with the input
sl ∈ R3 and output el , respectively. According to the prescribed
performance strategy, using the combined error (10), the follow-
ing controller Fl,i is selected for the leader agent:

Fl,i = −kl,i ln

⎛

⎜⎝
1 +

sl,i

ρl,i

1− sl,i

ρl,i

⎞

⎟⎠ for i ∈ {x, y, z} , (11)

where kl,i > 0 is the control gain. In (11), the performance
function ρl,i ∈ R on the combined position and velocity error
(10) is defined as follows:

ρl,i = (ρl,i,0 − ρl,i,∞)e−α l , i t + ρl,i,∞, (12)

where ρl,i,0 , ρl,i,∞ and αl,i are the initial and final bounds on
the combined error and the decay rate, respectively. The natural
logarithm function given in (11) represents a coordinate transfor-
mation as a function of the scaled error sl,i/ρl,i . When the initial
value of the combined error (10) satisfies |sl,i(0)| < ρl,i(0), the
controller (11) guarantees the boundedness of sl,i(t) for t→∞
[20]. In order for the second agent to follow the leader, a tra-
jectory tracking controller is designed using the passivity-based
control technique. In passivity-based control, the nonlinearities
in the system dynamics (such as drag forces) are compensated
using reference trajectories instead of exact cancellation. Con-
sidering the uncertainties in microagent dynamics, the controller
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TABLE I
CONTROLLER AND OBSERVER PARAMETERS

Parameter Leader Parameter Follower

Λl diag [4, 4] Kp ,lf diag [150, 150]
kl,x , kl,y 750 Kd ,lf diag [20, 20]
ρl ,x ,0 , ρl ,y ,0 10 Llf ,1 diag [50, 50]
ρl ,x ,∞, ρl ,y ,∞ 2.5 Llf ,2 diag [2500, 2500]
αl ,x , αl ,y 0.5 Lf ,1 diag [20, 20]

Lf ,2 diag [400, 400]

Fig. 3. Representative plots of the combined position and velocity errors (blue
line) for x-and y-directions (sl,x (t), sl,y (t)) are shown in (a) and (b), respec-
tively. The exponentially decaying performance functions (ρl ,x (t), ρl ,y (t)) are
also shown on each plot with red lines.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR THE LEADER/FOLLOWER ERRORS, MAXIMUM

ABSOLUTE ERROR (M.A.E.), INTEGRAL OF ABSOLUTE ERROR (I.A.E.),
INTEGRAL OF SQUARED ERROR (I.S.E.)

Criteria Leader Follower

X Y X Y

M.A.E. [µm] 179.35 183.33 54.11 36.06
I.A.E. [µms] 1299.4 1551.9 295.63 180.64
I.S.E. [µm2s] 1.24 · 105 1.74 · 105 7626.2 1914.7

for the follower is selected as follows:

Ff = M̂f
̂̈pl + F̂d,f (̂̇pl)−F̂b,f − F̂g ,f−Kd,lf

̂̇elf−Kp,lf elf ,
(13)

where F̂d,l , F̂b,l , F̂g ,l ∈ R3 and M̂f ∈ R>0 are the estimates of
the drag, buoyancy and gravity forces and the mass, respectively.
Kp,lf ∈ R3×3 and Kd,lf ∈ R3×3 are positive definite gain ma-
trices for the synchronization error elf ∈ R3 and its estimated
time derivative ̂̇elf ∈ R3 , respectively. The synchronization er-
ror in (13) is defined as follows:

elf = pf − pl − dlf , (14)

where dlf ∈ R3 determines the formation distance between
the leader and follower micro-agents. The vector dlf could be

selected to be time-varying to obtain different formation behav-
iors. For the sake of simplicity we assume it to be constant in this
work. Further, the variables ̂̇pl and ̂̈pl are estimates for the ve-
locity and acceleration of the leader micro-agent, respectively.
These are obtained by using two separate state observers; one
for the synchronization error and the other for the follower vari-
ables [12]. The following state observer is designed to estimate
the synchronization error and its time derivative:

d

dt
êlf = ̂̇elf + Llf ,1 ẽlf , (15)

d

dt
̂̇elf = −M̂−1

f

(
Kd,lf

̂̇elf + Kp,lf êlf

)
+ Llf ,2 ẽlf , (16)

where Llf ,1 ∈ R3×3 and Llf ,2 ∈ R3×3 are positive definite gain
matrices. The estimation error ẽlf for the synchronization error
is defined as follows:

ẽlf = elf − êlf , (17)

where êlf is an estimate of elf . The following state observer
is designed to estimate the follower micro-agent position and
velocity

d

dt
p̂f = ̂̇pf + Lf ,1 p̃f , (18)

d

dt
̂̇pf = −M̂−1

f

(
Kd,lf

̂̇elf + Kp,lf elf

)
+ Lf ,2 p̃f , (19)

where Lf ,1 ∈ R3×3 and Lf ,2 ∈ R3×3 are positive definite gain
matrices. In (18) and (19), the estimation error for the follower
position is defined as follows:

p̃f = pf − p̂f , (20)

where p̂f is an estimate of pf . The estimates of the leader veloc-
ity ̂̇pl and acceleration ̂̈pl used in the follower controller (13) can
be obtained using (16) and (19). The estimated leader velocity
̂̇pl can be obtained using the definition of the synchronization
error (14) as follows:

̂̇pl = ̂̇pf − ̂̇elf , (21)

where it was assumed that ḋlf = 0. The estimated leader accel-
eration ̂̈pl can be obtained using (16) and (19) with the following
algebraic equation:

̂̈pl =
d

dt

(
̂̇pf − ̂̇elf

)
= −

(
M̂−1

f Kp,lf +Lp,lf

)
ẽlf +Lp,lf p̃f .

(22)

B. Optimization Routine to Obtain Control Currents

In this section, we describe an optimization based solution to
obtain the control currents corresponding to the magnetic forces
obtained using the aforementioned leader (11) and formation
(13) controllers. Instead of just solving for the currents using the
relation (7) we also minimize the electrical power of the system
by introducing a suitable cost function. Consequently, the
optimization problem to be solved can be formulated as follows:

min
I∈Rn

J (I)

s.t. heq (I) = 0, (23)
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Fig. 4. Representative characteristic snapshots from leader-follower control experiments are shown. The time stamp (t) of each instant is shown at the bottom of
each snapshot. The green and blue circles indicate the leader and the follower agents, respectively. Further, the red cross represents the end point of the quintic
polynomial reference trajectory. The black arrows indicate the motion directions for each particle. The maximum value of the steady-state error for the leader
agent is 14.45 µm and 10.19 µm in x-and y-directions, respectively. The maximum value of the steady-state error for the formation error is 6.47 µm and 7.77 µm
in x-and y-directions, respectively. Please refer to the accompanying video that shows the results of the formation control experiments.

Fig. 5. Representative plots of the controller forces (red line) for the
leader agent given by (Fl ,x , Fl ,y ) and the forces (blue line) obtained with
(Fm ag ,x (pl , I∗), Fm ag ,y (pl , I∗)) using the optimal current (I∗) for x-and
y-directions are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The controller forces (red
line) for the follower agent given by (Ff ,x , Ff ,y ) and the forces (blue line)
obtained with (Fm ag ,x (pf , I∗), Fm ag ,y (pf , I∗)) using the optimal current
(I∗) for x-and y-directions are shown in the bottom plots in (c) and (d), respec-
tively.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR THE OPTIMIZATION ERRORS, MAXIMUM
ABSOLUTE ERROR (M.A.E.), INTEGRAL OF SQUARED ERROR (I.S.E.)

Criteria Leader Follower

X Y X Y

M.A.E. [pN] 350.46 206.20 766.79 316.13
I.S.E. [pN2s] 2.10 · 105 0.45 · 105 9.92 · 105 1.15 · 105

where J (I) ∈ R and heq (I) ∈ R6 are the objective and
equality constraint functions, respectively [21]. The objective
function is quadratic and is selected as follows:

J (I) =
1
2
IT I. (24)

The relation between the magnetic control forces and the
coil currents for the leader and follower can be introduced as

Fig. 6. Representative plots of the leader reference (red) and actual (blue)
positions for x-and y-directions are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The
error between them are shown on the bottom plots for x-and y-directions in
(c) and (d), respectively.

Fig. 7. Representative plots of the leader (red) and follower (blue) positions
for x-and y-directions are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The formation error
between them are shown on the bottom plots for x-and y-directions in (c) and
(d), respectively.

equality constraints heq (I) as, follows:

heq (I) =
[

Fmag (pl ,I)− Fl

Fmag (pf ,I)− Ff

]
, (25)
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Fig. 8. Representative characteristic snapshots from the independent motion control experiments are shown. The time stamp (t) of each instant is shown at the
bottom of each snapshot. The green and blue circles indicate the two different agents, respectively. Further, the trace of the agents are shown with black lines. The
black arrows indicate the motion directions for each particle. The particle with the green circle writes the letter U and the particle with the blue circle writes the
letter T. Please refer to the accompanying video that shows the results of the independent control experiments.

where Fl and Ff are computed using the controller expressions
(11) and (13), respectively. For the considered functions, this
problem falls under the class of quadratically constrained
quadratic programs (QCQPs) [22]. It can be reformulated as a
non-convex semi-definite optimization problem as follows:

min
I∈Sn

tr (I)

s.t. tr
[
kmag

(
∂

∂pl,i

(
B̃T (pl)B̃(pl)

))
I

]
− Fl,i = 0

tr
[
kmag

(
∂

∂pf,i

(
B̃T (pf )B̃(pf )

))
I

]
− Ff,i = 0

I ≥ 0, rank (I) = 1 (26)

for i ∈ {x, y, z} where Sn represents the set of all n× n
real-symmetric matrices and I = IIT ≥ 0 indicates that the
matrix I is positive semi definite. Further, tr() indicates the
matrix trace operation. Since the rank equality constraint is not
a convex constraint, it can be dropped and instead the relaxed
semi-definite optimization problem can be solved to obtain
the globally optimal solution I∗. The main issue with this
technique is how to extract the optimal currents I∗ from this
solution, since the rank of I∗ can be larger than 1. One possible
way to obtain the optimal currents is to compute the rank-one
approximation of I∗. Specifically, let r = rank (I) < n, and let

I∗ =
r∑

i=1

λivivT
i , (27)

indicate the eigen-decomposition of I, where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
. . . λr > 0 are the eigenvalues and v1 , . . . ,vr ∈ Rn are the
respective eigenvectors. The best rank-one approximation I∗1
to I∗ (in the least two-norm sense) is given by I∗1 = λ1v1vT

1 .
Thus the optimal current is obtained as follows:

I∗ =
√

λ1v1 . (28)

The block diagram of the control system is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we start by briefly introducing our experi-
mental setup followed by the results related to the formation
controller. Finally, experiments regarding the independent con-
trol of two microparticles are presented.

A. Experimental Setup

The setup consists of an array of 6 electromagnetic coils with
iron cores placed orthogonally around a fluid reservoir (Fig. 1).
We used four of these coils that lie on the same plane to enable
the planar manipulation of the micro-agents. Further details of

the individual components of the setup can be found in our
prior work [19]. The assumption about the linearity of the total
magnetic field density as a function of the coil currents men-
tioned in Section II is valid upto 1.9 [A] for each of the coils
in the setup. The iron cores saturate above this current value.
We used paramagnetic microparticles with an average diame-
ter of 100 µm, consisting of iron-oxide in a poly(lactic acid)
matrix (PLA Particles-M-redF-plain from Micromod Partikel-
technologie GmbH, Rostock-Warnemuende, Germany). The
specific value of the diameters of the microparticles are 134 µm
and 144 µm, respectively. The parameters regarding their mag-
netic properties including other physical parameters can be
found in our previous work [19]. We conducted all experiments
in a commercial Petri dish with a diameter of 40 millimeters and
a height of 12 millimeters. For such a reservoir size, the influence
of the capillary forces is considered to be negligible. Both of the
leader-follower and independent control experiments are con-
ducted in water at room temperature. Mosek version 7.0 (Mosek
ApS, Denmark) is used to implement interior point based opti-
mization routine to solve the relaxed version of the semi-definite
programming problem defined by (26) in Section III-B. Eigen
C++ library is used for linear algebraic operations such as the
eigen-decomposition mentioned in Section III-B. The sampling
frequency is set at 25 Hz.

B. Leader-Follower Control Results

We present the representative results of the leader-follower
type formation control experiments for the algorithm introduced
in Section III. In these experiments, a quintic polynomial refer-
ence trajectory with zero initial and final velocities and acceler-
ations is used to drive the leader micro-agent. The end-point of
the reference trajectory is obtained by clicking with the mouse
on the graphical user interface. The final time of the reference
trajectory is selected as tf = 15 seconds. The controllers and
observers gains for the leader and follower agents are provided
in Table I. These values are determined empirically considering
the actuator limits such as the maximum current and the cut-off
frequency of the coils.

Using these tuning parameters, the combined position and ve-
locity error (10) sl,i(t) for x-and y-directions shown in Fig. 3 are
obtained. Further, the exponentially decaying performance func-
tions ρl,i(t) are also shown on each plot in Fig. 3. In all cases,
the combined error remained within the prescribed performance
bounds. In order to quantitatively evaluate the performance of
the controllers, Maximum Absolute Error (M.A.E.), Integral of
Absolute Error (I.A.E.), Integral of Squared Error (I.S.E.) for the
leader and follower agents are computed which are presented
in Table II. Video snapshots of the leader and follower agents
during the formation control experiment are shown in Fig. 4.

The controller forces for the leader and follower agents given
by (11) and (13) and the forces obtained with (7) using the
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Fig. 9. Representative plots of the combined position and velocity error (blue
lines) for the first particle in x-and y-directions (s1 ,x (t), s1 ,y (t)) are shown in
(a) and (b) and for the second particle (s2 ,x (t), s2 ,y (t)) in (c) and (d), respec-
tively. The exponentially decaying performance functions (ρ1 ,x (t), ρ1 ,y (t),
ρ2 ,x (t), ρ2 ,y (t)) are shown on each plot with red lines.

Fig. 10. Representative plots of the reference (red line) and actual (blue line)
positions of Particle A and reference (red dashed line) and actual (black line)
for Particle B in the xy-plane.

optimal current (28) for x-and y-directions are shown in Fig. 5.
The quantitative evaluation of the performance of the optimiza-
tion algorithm for the leader and follower forces are presented
in Table III. It can be realized from Fig. 5 that there are time
instances where the force errors are relatively high however
the controllers for the leader (11) and follower (13) are robust
enough to cope with this. The optimal currents obtained from
(28) after the relaxed semi definite optimization problem (26) is
solved are between −1 and 1 Amperes.

The leader-follower controller described in Section III is com-
pared with an alternate controller. It is comprised of a propor-
tional controller for the leader agent and prescription of zero
force (i.e. Ff = 0) for the follower. These control forces are
converted to currents using the optimization routine described
in Section III-B. The results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, re-
spectively. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the error on the
leader is not too large. However, the formation error given by
(14) shown in Fig. 7 is large and further it seems to diverge.

Fig. 11. Representative plots of the reference (red line) and actual (blue line)
positions of Particle A and reference (red dashed line) and actual (black line)
for Particle B in the xy-plane.

Fig. 12. Representative plots of the reference (red line) and actual (blue line)
positions of Particle A and reference (red dashed line) and actual (black line)
for Particle B in the xy-plane.

C. Independent Control Results

We present the representative results for the independent
control of two microparticles in a letter writing task. One of the
particles moves along a U-shaped path and the other one moves
along a T-shaped path on the surface of the water. We used the
prescribed performance controller (11) for both of the agents.
Thus, the control forces are selected as follows:

Fj,i = −kj,i ln

(
1 + sj , i

ρj , i

1− sj , i

ρj , i

)
for i ∈ {x, y} (29)

where j ∈ {1, 2} is the index of the corresponding agent. Each
agent receives a separate reference trajectory determined by four
waypoints to form the letters. These waypoints are connected
to each other using quintic polynomial trajectories with zero
initial and final velocities and accelerations. The relation be-
tween the magnetic control forces and the currents are solved
using the optimization algorithm described in Section III-B.
The final time of each segment of the reference trajectory is
selected as tf = 30 seconds. Video snapshots of the two agents
during the independent control experiment are shown in Fig. 8.
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR THE BENCHMARK TESTS, MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE

ERROR (M.A.E.), INTEGRAL OF ABSOLUTE ERROR (I.A.E.), INTEGRAL OF
SQUARED ERROR (I.S.E.)

Criteria Particle A Particle B

Test 1 X Y X Y

M.A.E. [µm] 131.84 74.27 131.3 96.68
I.A.E. [µms] 8262.1 3895.8 7200.3 3219.3
I.S.E. [µm2s] 3.62 · 105 81740 2.92 · 105 63772

Test 2 X Y X Y

M.A.E. [µm] 65.97 61.46 103.02 110.01
I.A.E. [µms] 6080 3485.8 7033.8 6129.6
I.S.E. [µm2s] 1.57 · 105 73885 2.33 · 105 2.1 · 105

Test 3 X Y X Y

M.A.E. [µm] 236.11 77.38 195.41 67.75
I.A.E. [µms] 9624.3 3431.1 5994.3 3467.8
I.S.E. [µm2s] 5.98 · 105 65852 2.44 · 105 58282

Further, the combined position and velocity errors together with
the prescribed performance bounds for both particles in x-and
y-directions are shown in Fig. 9. Besides the letter-shaped path
tracking results, we performed three benchmark tests. In the first
test, particle A moves in clockwise direction along a square path
while particle B remains still and the results are shown in Fig. 10.
In the second test, particle B moves in clockwise direction along
a square path while particle A remains still and the results are
shown in Fig. 11. In the third test, particle A moves in clockwise
direction along a square path while particle B moves in counter-
clockwise direction along another square path and the results are
shown in Fig. 12. The quantitative evaluation of the performance
for these three benchmark tests is shown in Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

We investigated the design of a formation controller using
the leader-follower approach for two micro-sized agents. A
prescribed performance controller is used to control the position
of the leader micro-agent. The trajectory of the leader is used as
a reference for the follower micro-agent. The control currents
are computed using the relaxed semi-definite programming
approach. Experiments on two spherical magnetic micropar-
ticles with an average diameter of 100 µm are performed.
The maximum value of the steady-state errors obtained in the
formation control experiments are 14.45 µm and 10.19 µm in
x-and y-directions for the leader agent and 6.47 µm and 7.77 µm
in x-and y-directions for the formation errors, respectively.

In future work, we will apply this control method to a larger
number and different type of micro-sized agents in the 3D case.
The robustness of the control algorithm to environmental distur-
bances such as fluid flow will also be evaluated. Furthermore,
the performance of the control algorithm will also be tested
using different imaging modalities.
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